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Lot

Description

40

A set of Art Nouveau HM silver shoe horn, button hook and miniature button hook in fitted presentation case, hallmarked Birmingham
1907. Together with a quantity of sewing ephemera including button hooks, needles, thimbles, etc.

43

A 925 Italian silver centrepiece in the form of a cornucopia of flowers spilling from a woven basket, having 925 Italian silver marks to
base, makers signature upon (indistinct), 11cm in length.

44

A 925 Italian silver centrepiece in the form of a cornucopia of fruit spilling from a woven basket, having 925 Italian silver marks to base,
makers signature upon (indistinct), 12cm in length.

104

A heavy Etruscan Revival yellow metal ring set with seven rose cut diamonds, estimated total diamond 0.7ct, size N, 9.2g.

107

A HM silver locket having floral engraving to front, together with a white metal filigree brooch in the form of a leaf and a small quantity of
costume jewellery.

110

A late Victorian five stone opal cabachon ring having four pairs of diamonds separating each cabachon, hallmarks worn, size N, 4.1g.

111

A silver and carnelian signet ring having carved warrior to the carnelian cabachon, together with a quantity of assorted costume
jewellery.

113

A quantity of assorted vintage costume jewellery including shell necklaces, hardstone bead necklace, black glass bead choker, brooch,
etc.

115

An 18ct white gold and diamond cocktail ring having three rows of baguette cut diamonds separated by four rows of round cut
diamonds, estimated total diamond weight 1.9ct, hallmarked 750., size T. 6.4g.

116

A silver and amethyst ring, the central oval faceted amethyst cabachon being approx 11 x 9mm, marked Israel 925 size T.

117

Two HM silver hinged bangles each having floral engraving to front, each approx 6cm internal dia, one bangle hallmarked Birmingham
1974, 1.2cm wide, the other hallmarked Chester 1958, 1.6cm wide. Total weight 41.1g.

121

A large and impressive emerald and diamond ring, the emerald cut emerald being approx 2.14ct, flanked by four rows of three baguette
cut diamonds to each side with further diamonds to gallery, estimated total diamond weight 0.65ct, no apparent hallmarks, size P, 7.9g.

123

A delightful Edwardian diamond and pearl pendant/brooch of floral design complete with original presentation box.

125

An Art Deco platinum and 18ct white gold sapphire and diamond ring having central square cut sapphire approx 0.93ct, surrounded by a
gallery of diamonds approx 0.2ct total diamond weight, stamped 18ct&Pt size N, 2.2g.

127

A 925 silver ring having pierced scrolling decoration and marked 'Karis' with lilac stones size N-O. Together with a pink and white stone
cluster ring stamped 925 size P and a 925 silver cz solitaire size N. Three items.

129

A diamond tennis bracelet each stone in white metal rubover setting, approx total diamond weight 2.75ct, fully articulated with tongue
clasp, no apparent hallmarks. 12g.

131

An Edwardian yellow metal and seed pearl bangle, two seed pearls deficient, no apparent hallmarks, 19.9g.

132

A mutton fat white jade disk pendant measuring 43mm dia and having carved Oriental patterns to front and back.

133

A quantity of assorted costume jewellery contained within a contemporary jewellery box having mirrored lid with drawer under.

134

A 14ct gold diamond and sapphire ring central oval cut sapphire approx .0.63ct surrounded by eight rose cut diamonds, stamped 583,
size J. 2.9g.

137

An 18ct white gold Ceylon blue sapphire and diamond ring, central oval cut sapphire approx 1.08ct, estimated total diamond weight
0.8ct, stamped 750, size R, 6g.

141

A pair of diamond and peridot earrings each having three graduated round cut brilliant diamonds.

142

A heavy platinum, sapphire and diamond ring, the large central sapphire cabachon being approx 12ct, flanked by a pair of round cut
brilliant diamonds approx 0.4ct total diamond weight, stamped PT, size P, 12.7g.

144

A yellow metal hinged bangle having three graduated amethyst and pierced scrolling frond design encrusted with rose cut diamonds, no
hallmarks.

148

An Art Deco platinum emerald and diamond ring having central square cut emerald approx 0.85ct, surrounded by a gallery of diamonds
approx 0.32ct total diamond weight, stamped Plat, size M-N, 4.2g.

152

A ruby and diamond cluster ring having three central graduated rubies surrounded by diamonds, approx 0.3ct total weight of ruby, no
apparent hallmarks, size M-N, 3.1g.

154

Three silver cocktail rings; HM silver teardrop stone size O, diopside and whitestone cluster stamped 925 size N-O and diopside cluster
stamped 925 size O-P.

155

A superb platinum emerald and diamond ring having central green cushion cut Columbian emerald (gemology certificate - 1.42ct F2
clarity) flanked by twin round cut brilliant diamonds approx total diamond weight 1.14ct, all in claw settings, hallmarked 950, size M and
weighing 6g. With copy of certif ...[more]

157

A vintage yellow metal hinged bangle having four garnet cabachons and seed pearls to front, 19.7g.

159

A large and impressive diamond cocktail ring encrusted with round cut brilliant diamonds in open frame decorated with crescents and
swags, estimated total diamond 1.1ct, all white metal, no apparent hallmarks, size M, 5.2g.

161

A large quantity of assorted costume jewellery including a vintage Casio watch in original box, also a glass topped jewellery box.

162

A pink enamel 'Dior' necklace having white metal snake link chain, marked Dior to chain tag.

163

A pair of aquamarine and diamond stud earrings of floral form, the central diamond surrounded by a gallery of five round cut
aquamarines of good pale blue hue, complete with butterfly backs.

165

Am 18ct white gold hinged bangle encrusted to the front with three rows of square cut diamonds, total diamond weight approx 1.94ct,
hallmarked 750, weighing 16.4g.

167

Three 925 silver rings; square smoky quartz size P, green stone cluster size M-N and aquamarine size N.

171

A yellow metal pendant having large central garnet cabachon and raised foliate decoration upon, no hallmarks apparent, on intricate box
link chain, indistinct hallmark. Total weight 9.4g.

172

A 925 rose gold plated stacking ring size N, 925 abstract Abalone shell ring size O, 925 green hardstone ring size P-Q and a HM silver
garnet cabachon ring size M. Four items.

174

A green jade and yellow metal ring, the jade cabachon measuring approx 11 x 7.8 x 3.3mm, indistinct hallmarks, size K, 2.8g.

175

Two silver cocktail rings, stamped 925 and being gold plated; rectangular peach cabachon size M and peach cabachon cluster size M.

177

An aquamarine and diamond daisy cluster ring, central diamond surrounded by five round cut aquamarines approx total aquamarine
weight 1ct. Size P-Q. 4.7g.

178

A HM silver Joy Everley 'Kiss' charm bracelet complete x shaped charm (RRP £169), having three additional charms upon being a
cowboy boot, a starfish and a dice. Having London 925 hallmark to clasp.

179

A cameo panel in black and white having classical figures upon and measuring 6 x 4.5cm.

180

A heavy 18ct emerald and diamond cluster ring having central marquise cut emeralds surrounded by diamonds, approx 0.41ct total
weight of emerald, and approx 0.36ct of diamond, hallmarked 750, size N-O, 4.7g.

181

A yellow metal wirework ring set with three turquoise cabachons, size P, 1.6g.

182

Three silver large and impressive cocktail rings, peridot, stamped 925 size O, pink cabachons, stamped 925 size M and diopside
hallmarked 925 size N.

183

A strand of individually knotted pearls, 72cm in length. Together with a black glass bead necklace with pearl teardrop pendant and 925
silver clasp. Two items.

185

A Swarovski crystal necklace having nine open circles with crystals to front, marked Swarovski throughout.

186

A platinum and 18ct white gold ruby and diamond ring, central ruby approx 0.5ct surrounded by round cut diamonds, approx total weight
0.16ct, stamped Plat18ct, size N, 3.1g.

187

A silver and Abalone shell pendant on wire and silver chain, stamped 925, pendant measuring 4cm wide.

188

A pair of Victorian Etruscan Revival yellow metal earrings, no apparent hallmarks, 5.6g.

190

An 800 silver filigree bracelet set with three large black onyx cabachons, 19cm in length. Together with a pair of filigree and black onyx
earrings to match.

192

Four pairs of silver and pearl earrings - three screw back and one with hook hangers.

194

Eight silver bangles and bracelets; one set with turquoise stones, one set with onyx cabachon, one wirework with Baltic amber beads
and a silver clap, etc.

197

A 9ct gold cross pendant, hallmarked Birmingham, approx 3cm in length and weighing 0.8g. Together with a Ciro strand of faux pearls
with 9ct gold clasp.

198

A Baltic and 'Egg Yolk' amber bead necklace having 925 silver clasp.

200

Two silver fobs, both unengraved, one with makers mark no apparent hallmark, one with indistinct hallmark, 13.7g.

204

A HM silver ring having inset marquise shaped black Jasperware panel by Wedgwood, size R.

205

A quantity of jewellery including a 925 hallmarked ring set with white stones, a pendant marked A on 925 silver chain, two white metal
rings, a necklace and earring set stamped 925, a rolled gold ring having purple and white stones,a goldstone pendant, and a pair of
turquoise earrings.

206

A pair of vintage yellow metal and turquoise earrings, 3.7g.

211

A pair of 925 silver and garnet earrings together with two other pairs of earrings and three brooches.

213

A pair of lapis lazuli cufflinks together with six other pairs of cufflinks and a Stratton tie clip in original box.

214

A quantity of brooches including a number of Scottish grouse / rabbit foot brooches.

217

A 925 silver necklace with white stone solitaire pendant and matching stud earrings. Together with peridot pendant on 925 silver chain
and 925 silver and pink stone necklace from Next.

219

A HM silver bangle having leaf engraving to front, hallmarked for Birmingham within vintage presentation box.

220

A quantity of white metal and silver jewellery including 925 silver hardstone ring size O, two pairs of filigree earrings, sterling silver collar
clips, sterling silver and hardstone bracelet a/f, HM silver ships wheel pendant. Six items.

221

A quantity of assorted 20th century brooches and scarf clips including a dog brooch marked Carven to back, a Hollywood enamelled
horse brooch, Miracle blue stone brooch, etc. Twenty-five items.

222

A quantity of assorted costume jewellery including carved bone and bead necklace, malachite necklaces, black glass bead necklace,
assorted glass and hardstone necklaces, pairs of earrings etc.

223

A string of faux pearls a/f.

224

Two strings of faux pearls a/f, each having silver clasp, together with a vintage ladies watch a/f, and a pair of pearl and white metal
earrings a/f.

227

A vintage 9ct gold garnet and spinel ring, the three large graduated garnets, central stone approx 1.15ct, flanking stones approx 0.6ct
each, having two rows of three old cut spinel separating, stamped 9ct, size O-P, 5.8g.

230

A 925 silver Shamrock four leaf clover charm by Rhona Sutton in original box, together with two silver and green cabachon rings, and a
925 silver frog brooch. Four items.

231

A 9ct gold and black onyx signet ring, unengraved, hallmarked London, size R, 2.7g.

300

A large quantity of assorted vintage bank notes, mostly post WWI German including 100 Reichsbanknotes 50,000, 100,000, 1million,
50million and 100million Marks, EINE million mark, also some Russian and French bank notes.

350

An 18ct gold plated Raymond Weil ladies wristwatch, strap a/f.

351

A vintage Seiko Kinetic 5M42-0D40 stainless steel gentleman's wristwatch, sapphire crystal, navy blue dial luminous hands and batons,
date aperture, on original stainless steel Seiko bracelet strap.

354

Three vintage wristwatches being a Casio digital watch numbered 828 DGW-30 to back, having presentation box (strap a/f), a ladies
Accurist wristwatch on buffalo calf strap, and a Rotary wristwatch with original watch.

355

A DKNY stainless steel gents wristwatch having brown dial with three subsidiary dials and date aperture, serial number 1340812 NY1397 5ATM on original brown canvas DKNY strap.

359

A Pulsar Quartz gold plated wristwatch having circular black ground face, hour batons and articulated strap, all within original box
c1980s.

362

A Bentima brass four hundred day torsion clock with class dome c1960s, 32cm high. Together with an inlaid Edwardian oak mantle
clock. Two items.

364

A contemporary Mercedes themed gentlemans wristwatch, having square shaped chromium watch head, Arabic numerals, sweep
seconds hand and 'genuine' black and tan leather strap. Watch head measuring 4cm.

365

A Louis Cottier automatic Dual Time 'Phantom' wristwatch in black stainless steel having skeleton back and partial skeleton front, in
original box with guarantee card.

366

A top wind open face pocket watch having George and Dragon design to back, white enamel dial with subsidiary seconds dial and blue
steel hands.

367

A vintage gold plated Ingersol manual wind wrist watch in presentation case.

401

A Stanley Handyman plane in box, together with a work lamp, a twin barrel foot pump in box, and a Burgess Powerline engraver in box.
Four items.

402

A vintage silver plated photograph frame having bevelled glass to front and glass back, to display 18 x 13cm photograph.

403

A WMF art nouveau coffee service c1910 comprising coffee pot, jug, sugar bowls and tray.

404

A silver plated champagne cooler for two bottles having twin end handles and measuring 35cm wide.

405

A 19th century silk work depicting young lady with dog, flora and fauna around etc, 25cm x 20cm, c1850s, slightly a/f.

407

A vintage fired clay coping stone bearing 'Danger Electricity' upon. 31cm in length.

408

A contemporary free standing towel rail, 88cm high.

411

A mahogany writing slope, a/f.

413

Two vintage snuff tins; 'Carrolls Famous Mentol Snuff' and 'Hedges Chemists Ltd The Snuff L250 10 Dale End Birmingham'. Together
with a chatelaine fountain pen. Three items.

414

An Epson Picture Mate personal photo lab in box with guides and Kodak photo paper.

416

An opposing pair of Staffordshire figurines each having cow upon and standing 17cm high, a/f.

417

A Madler Moroccan covered paperclip in the form of a mouse trap complete with gilded mouse, 8cm in length.

418

A hinged chequer-top board opening to reveal a quantity of 19th century turned ivory draft pieces within. Together with four assorted fold
over vintage cardboard games boards. Five items.

419

A Parker fountain pen with 14k gold nib. Also a silver plated ballpoint pen and letter opener set together with a marble and sterling silver
propelling pencil, an Eversharpe propelling pencil and Papermate ballpoint pen. Six items.

420

A 20th century boxed fish set, six settings.

421

A vintage Tri-ang rocking horse, 67cm in length.

422

A quantity of assorted glassware, ceramics and stainless steel items including a Wedgwood lead crystal jug, a Glengoyne Whisky water
jug, tea pots, etc.

423

A Gothic revival hall shelf having pierced trefoil decoration and measuring 24cm in width.

424

A quantity of assorted metalwares including tools, a/f.

428

A Scalextric Grand PIx set in box having two race cars, track, penalty cars, barriers, transformer and controllers, instructions, etc.

436

A wicker picnic hamper together with an Air Pot thermos in box, and an insulated picnic rucksack with accessories including cutlery and
plastic plates.

440

Two 20l petrol cans dated 1960 and 1987.

442

A quantity of assorted glass and stoneware bottles.

444

A Paragon bone chine tea service comprising cake plate, six trios, jug and sugar bowl. Together with a quantity of other assorted
ceramics.

445

A vintage Muppets Kermit the Frog felt toy having velcro pads to hands and feet, no labels, approx 45cm in length.

447

A vintage carved wooden cigarette box having rotating front panel opening to reveal slots for cigarettes and a matchbox. Measuring 21 x
12 x 10cm.

448

Two vintage wooden pipe racks in the form of gates, together with another pipe rack. Three items.

450

Two Murano art glass paperweights in the form of birds, together with a quantity of other animal themed paperweights. Ten items.

451

A carved wooden ethnic figurine, together with two prints.

454

A Binatone TV Master Mk IV TV game model 01/4974, together with 'Demon Driver' and other games. Six items.

455

A Vintage Mobo tricycle having rubber tyres and measuring approx 70cm in length.

461

Four glass paperweights, two within wooden mounts, depicting Buckfast Abbey, (?) Cathedral Perthshire, River Dart Devon, etc.
Together with three framed miniature prints. Seven items.

463

A Waterford crystal dolphin figurine standing 14cm high, together with two other glass dolphin figurines and a paperweight. Four items.

464

A 20th century carved wood African marriage symbol comprising male and female forms united by double link 'chains', each figure
appox 24cm high.

466

A vintage brass Oldham lantern No 900-4090 with hook over, 25cm high.

467

Five pieces of art glass including; Murano fish vase standing 15cm high, cased clear and white glass vase, Caithness squat vase, etc.

469

A quantity of assorted ceramics including; Coalport 'Birthstone Opal' figurine, a World of Beatrix Potter Jeremy Fisher figurine, a set of
six coffee cans and saucers, etc.

471

A Poole Pottery tea set comprising hot water pot, tea pot, milk jug, sugar bowl, six cups and saucers and six plates.

472

A vintage Italian c1920s flapper style crochet and beaded hat.

473

Fourteen art glass paperweights in yellows and greens.

474

A very rare and original hand signed autograph page comprising the majority of the winning 1966 World Cup England football team
signed by; Alan Ball, Nobby Stiles, Martin Peters, Jimmy Greaves, Alf Ramsey (Team Manager), Jimmy Armfield, Ray Wilson, George
Cohen, Peter Bonetti, George Eastham, Les C ...[more]

476

A single Lladro figurine, 23cm high.

477

Books; 'The Tower Bridge' by J. E. Tuit published 1894, rebound in half leather, 29 x 24cm. Together with 'Compendious View of
Universal History and Literature' by Major James Bell, published London 1833, and 'Forth Road Bridge Superstructure' published 1964.
Three items.

479

Two Suzy Cooper side plates in teal and taupe each measuring 16.5cm dia.

480

A Continental Viennese style table clock having Arabic numerals, all before the 30hour striking movement, case a/f.

481

Book; 'Illustrated Manuscripts' a collection of over 200 plates having no title page and no author or publisher details, including extracts
from various catalogues and large fold out plates, half leather bound, 25 x 19cm.

483

A Jema Holland cat figurine in rare black colour with green eyes, No 455. 38cm high.

484

A vintage c1920s flapper style beaded evening bag having ivorine celluloid frame and chain with push button clasp, approx 19cm wide.

485

An enamel and HM silver gilt Freemasons medal 'Rahere Lodge 2546', having articulated red enamel crown over, 5.8cm in length,
hallmarked London 1926.

486

A Nao figurine of a seated girl with artists board and paintbrush (brush has come loose), 35cm high.

488

A Coalport Snowman figure 'Adding a smile', 13cm high.

489

A Mason's Ironstone Mandalay ginger jar and cover, 19cm high, together with a Mason's Ironstone Mandalay tea caddy of octagonal
form, 17.5cm high, each with box. Two items.

494

A Staffordshire pastel burner together with two other Staffordshire items and a 19th century Toby jug. Four items.

496

Two LLadro Nao figurines; girl in white dress standing 22cm high, and girl in pink and white dress standing 15cm high.

498

Book; 'The Plays the Thing' by Enid Blyton, undated c1920-30s including twenty-four plates, repair to spine, cloth bound, published by
Hazell, Watson & Viney London and Aylesbury, 32 x 25cm.

499

A pair of carved wooden African bookends being male and female busts, each standing 21cm high.

500

A Coalport Paddington Bear 'Paddington in the Snow' figure, 12.5cm high, together with a Coalport 'Paddington was a well known figure
in the market place' plate, 16cm dia. Two items.

503

A large piece of fools gold, approx 6cm wide.

504

A quantity of assorted ceramics, silver plated wares etc, includes a blue and white lidded tureen with tray, French ceramic lidded
jewellery casket, green glass water jug, etc.

505

A vintage leather case measuring 32cm in length together with a leather flask and a pair of Prismatic Grossfeld 135m/1000m binoculars.
Three items.

506

A bronzed brass figurine of a leopard raised over marble plinth base, approx 20cm wide.

507

Two Prattware style pot lids mounted in wooden frames, 7.5cm and 10.5cm dia respectively, a/f.

508

A carved stone figurine of a dog standing 6.5cm high, together with a carved wooden netsuke of a swan and a carved wooden elephant.
Three items.

509

A Magnificent Meerkats figurine by Country Artists 'Sam' the Fireman, standing 27cm high, with box.

511

A Wedgwood V&A 'Fashion Collection' figure 'The Romantic' standing 16 cm high, together with a Leonardo Collection figurine. Two
items.

512

A vintage c1920s flapper style beaded evening bag, 20cm wide.

513

Three large Capodimonte porcelain figures being a man with hunting dog a/f, a drunk laying on the floor, and a man on a bench (thumb
deficient). Each having Capodimonte marks to base, each approx 22 - 27cm high.

514

Two Wedgwood 'Classical Collection' figurines, hand decorated and modelled by Jenny Oliver being 'Captivation' and 'Enchantment'.

515

A quantity of assorted metalware including copper wall mounted planter, a pair of brass wall pockets, chamber sticks, two pairs of
miniature candlesticks etc.

517

A pair of Oriental carved wooden and engraved brass bookends, each standing 18cm high, together with an ebony elephant wearing
brass armour studded with 'gemstones' (one tusk deficient)

519

A quantity of Brooke Bond tea cards, a John Player & Sons cigarette packet, three matchboxes, Disneyland Hotel California matchbook,
a small quantity of cigarette cards and 27 Jersey Telecoms cards.

521

A vintage parasol having native American chief design to handle together with four wooden rolling pins, a corkscrew, a wooden meat
tenderizer and a tube having oriental bird and foliate design upon. Eight items.

522

A quantity of mostly unused vintage postcards (two used dated 1910 and 1911) being historical figures and works of art, 39 items.

524

A quantity of assorted glass and ceramics including; two Frances Hook figurines, glass stoppers, vase, classical figurines. A/F.

525

A c1950s vintage Linolite desk clamp fluorescent task 'Anglepoise' style lamp.

526

Books; 'Hogarth's Works Illustrated' published by J DIcks 313 Strand London having 68 illustrations within, cloth bound. Together with a
bound set of 'Realites' magazines, a School Friend annual 1952, the London Illustrated News, Coronation 1953 and May 1954, a copy
of Alice In Wonderland by Lewis C ...[more]

527

Three vintage wooden oars.

529

A pair of brass five sconce chandeliers with light shades.

530

A quantity of assorted vintage early to late 20th Century postcards in two albums and loose, including topographical wartime, Christmas,
places of interest, a number of Whipsnade animal postcards, Ted Baker seaside cards etc. Approx 187 items.

531

A pair of 19th century Continental figures, lady and gentleman, each with greyhound, each standing 29cm high.

534

A fine heavy lead crystal glass rose bowl marked Brierley under and having fitted double skinned flower holder within, standing 17cm
high, 25cm dia.

535

A rare and sought-after original '007' production sound-stage illuminated studio sign measuring 36 x 53.5cm

700

A late 19th century cast iron folding day bed, 183 x 81cm.

701

Watercolour; study of a Continental scene, possibly Italy, a Romanesque building with bridge and figures before etc, monogrammed in
pencil (indistinct) lower right, 18 x 13cm.

702

Oil on board, naive study of a riverside, house and trees beyond, monogrammed lower left 'JC', 26cm x 45cm.

703

A fine oval pink ground Chinese rug having floral decoration throughout, 312 x 220cm.

704

A low brass collapsable table raised over three legs united by an undershelf, 43cm high.

705

A vintage fire screen having embroidery of a cockerel and hen on cream silk ground behind glazed panel, 82.5cm high, 55cm wide.

706

Oil on canvas; fishing scene, fishermen with roods, river, trees and sky beyond, restored, unsigned, 19 x 39cm.

710

A large glazed metal framed display case, bow fronted, with light over, complete with stand, 137cm in length, for rewiring.

711

Watercolour; river scene rocks before, trees and sky beyond, all within circular mount, unsigned, 43cm dia.

712

A pair of early 20th century Oriental hardwood childs chairs each with solid seat, plain spindle-turned backs and raised over plain legs.
Measuring 68cm & 65cm high respectively.

714

Watercolour; early 19th century farmyard scene, cockerel and chickens before, thatched and tiled cottage beyond, trees etc, unsigned,
34 x 49cm.

716

A pair of monochromatic prints, Heron beside river and rabbit beside fence respectively, each bearing a Publishers Association
embossed stamp and signed in pencil C. Knight, 31 x 23cm. Together with two boating themed etchings each signed indistinctly, 15 x
25cm and 23 x 22cm respectively.

717

A good pair of Victorian high back oak framed chairs having embossed leather and studded decoration to seat and back, 104cm high.

718

A delightful hand coloured steel engraving by Goodall entitled 'Hunt the Slipper', 21 x 26cm.

721

A Continental type marble top square shaped occasional table raised over gilt brass style base.

722

A pair of Oriental paintings on silk, framed and glazed.

723

An Edwardian mahogany planter table raised over shaped legs.

724

A Parisian tourist painting of the Il de La City featuring Notre Dame c1950, 18 x 22cm.

727

Oil on canvas; path through forest, lake beyond, signed lower right (indistict), 39.5 x 30cm, in gilt frame.

728

A astral glazed hanging corner cabinet, door opening to reveal shelves within.

729

Oil on canvas; 'Autumn Afternoon' depicting river and trees, signed lower left E Llewellyn-Lloyd 1907, 34 x 50cm in gilt frame.

730

An upholstered childs chair of square form c1960s.

731

A good pair of heavy rosewood Victorian dining chairs each with drop in seat.

732

A three-tier late Georgian mahogany whatnot having graduating levels measuring 36, 49 and 60cm respectively raised over three
outswept legs. 116cm high.

733

Oil on canvas city scene with shops and figures, signed lower left Burnett, 25 x 20cm.

734

Oil on canvas; still life of flowers in jug, 50 x 30cm, glazed and framed.

735

Five large rugby club pictures on board, each measuring 100 x 60cm.

737

A Victorian hand tinted photographic print; huntsman in hunting pink complete with tie and stock pin, hunting horn between hunt buttons,
signed lower right 'yours obediently Richard Roake', 41 x 30cm within oak frame.N.B. Richard Roake is mentioned in news articles on
the Pytchley Hunt Waterloo Run ...[more]

738

After Henry Frederick Lucas Lucas (1848-1943), a hand coloured lithograph of huntsman 'Frank Freeman on Brunette' at Althorpe Park
1926, signed by the artist and sitter in pencil within the margin, framed in oak and glazed, 67cm x 84cm.

740

Watercolour; H. J. Bateman 1919, study of Churchyard and old school house Patishall, Northants. A finely detailed and well excuted 100
year old study, 29 x 46cm.

741

A pair of 19th century naive pastel and pencil portraits of a gentleman and lady, each having fully executed head with rough body under,
each signed indistinctly and measuring 47 x 36cm.

742

A pair of early 20th century coloured Moghal battle prints.

743

A fine large pair of pastel heightened with chalk portraits, gentleman in monochrome, lady in full colour, unsigned, each measuring 72 x
51cm.

744

A quantity of four contemporary Continental gouache paintings, each signed Harvey and being Pontaven, Volterra, Sienna, and Rouen.

746

A rosewood circular centre table having circular base and raised over three carved lions paw feet, 117cm dia.

